
Advanced Biostatistics  
 
The purpose of this lab is to give you practice applying a general linear model to 
analyze a new dataset. This exercise will also prepare you for follow-up discussion and 
activities pertaining to Poisson regression. For this lab, we will use Northern Alligator 
Lizard pitfall trap data called Jamesdata. Working for the I-90 project, James created 17 
pitfall trap arrays to assess relative density of Northern Alligator Lizards on the east and 
west side of a section of I-90. He collected data on 19 explanatory habitat variables at 
each array of pitfall traps. He is interested in seeing what habitat variables best predict 
relative lizard density. There are several challenges with this dataset. The first is that 
there are a very large number of explanatory variables compared to response variables. 
Second, the response variable is count data (number of lizards). As might be expected, 
it follows a Poisson distribution. For now, however, we will take the reasonably effective 
old-school approach of using a general linear model anyway. Finally, the original 
explanatory variables are all expressed as % cover type around a particular pitfall trap. 
Using this approach yields explanatory variables that sum to 100%. This phenomenon 
(sometimes called a unit-sum constraint) leads to complex statistical issues. Because 
James used % cover measurements averaged over several plots, his data are not 
constrained to exactly 100% and we ignore this issue without causing severe problems. 
If you have data that follow a sum constraint, you will have to research this issue before 
proceeding. 
 

 
 



Your task is to select an appropriate general linear model (GLM), analyze the alligator 
lizard dataset, and interpret the output. Follow the directions below to build up a word 
document that explains the steps you took in your analysis.  
1. Data exploration 
a. Explain which variables you decided to transform, if any. Explain why and state the 
transformation you used. Include graphs of any transformed variables before and after 
the transformation to demonstrate the difference. 
b. Include a graph that you used to assess collinearity between explanatory variables. 
Describe any collinearity you discovered, and explain what you decided to do about it (if 
anything). 
c. Describe any nonlinear relationships you discovered between explanatory and 
response variables. If you found any, include a graph to demonstrate. 
Explain what you decided to do about the relationship, if anything. 
d. Describe any heteroscedasticity you discovered in your response variable. 
If you found any, explain what you decided to do about it, if anything. 
e. Describe any evidence of non-normality you discovered in your response variable. If 
you found any, explain what you decided to do about it, if anything. 
2. Model selection 
a. Explain your approach to model selection, copy and paste the command you used to 
accomplish this, and state your final choice of model. 
3. Model validation 
a. Provide the plots you used to validate your model, as well as a brief interpretation of 
these plots. 
4. Model interpretation 
a. Include the command(s) you used to accomplish hypothesis testing using your final 
model. Provide the test results and a brief interpretation. 
b. You do not need to provide a final figure displaying your results at this time. 
Hints: Lab 5, the “GLM Cheat Sheets”, and Zuur Chapter 5 provide guidelines for this 
process. The AEDgraphingfunctions.R script file contains all the graphing functions you 
used in Lab 5, should you wish to use these again. Once you have downloaded this file 
into your workspace, use the command  
> source("AEDgraphingfunctions.R") 
to create all 5 functions. 
If you want to use drop1, use the following slightly modified command to output pvalues: 
> drop1(modeloutput, test = “F”) 

If you want to see the partial regressions of each of the variables in your model, you can 
use the following nifty command. (Review section 5.3 in Zuur for an explanation of 
partial regressions): 

> termplot(modeloutput, partial.resid=TRUE, smooth=panel.smooth, col.res=1) 

 

  

 

 



JamesData 

Array location 11_30cm 31_60cm totalrock woodebris leafdebris seedling sapling maturetrees lizards 

1 E 4.88 1.5 9.38 27.38 0 1.75 6.75 3.5 1 

2 E 3 0.75 9.38 11.75 1.5 5.75 4.25 2 3 

3 E 2.25 0.75 6 11.75 3 0 0.25 0.25 8 

4 E 3 1.5 7.5 11.75 28.63 0.5 9 3.25 2 

5 E 27.38 14.88 73.75 4.13 0.75 1.5 0.25 0.5 2 

6 E 4.88 6 19.88 4.88 2.25 2.75 1.5 0.5 1 

7 E 3 1.5 10.13 13.63 3 1 1.5 2.5 1 

8 E 3 1.5 7.5 4.88 3 3.5 1.5 1.75 0 

9 E 1.5 0.75 5.25 9.88 4.88 1 0 1 3 

1 W 6.75 6 17.63 27.38 0.75 7.75 7.75 3 1 

2 W 19.88 2.25 25.88 19.25 9.88 3 0.5 0.5 8 

3 W 3 1.5 10.13 14.25 8 2 0 0.75 10 

4 W 0.75 0.75 4.5 31.75 6 0.5 0.25 0.25 3 

5 W 1.5 0 4.5 21.63 2.63 0.25 0 1 3 

6 W 3 3 10.88 19.88 0.75 1.25 0 1.5 5 

7 W 2.25 1.5 6.75 11.75 2.25 1.75 0 0.25 1 

8 W 17.38 2.25 25.25 13 3.38 0.5 1.25 0 13 

 


